
What Will You Make Today? is a non-fiction picture book that invites children to explore the many ways they
can make a difference in the world.

In a world bursting with possibilities, what will you make today? Will you make believe? Will you make noise? Will
you make a wish? Will you make an excuse? Will you make things right? Will you make a difference?

A series of questions subtly builds perspective from a personal standpoint, culminating in a wholistic view of the
world. What Will You Make Today? reveals how our choices can effect change and make an impact in our lives,
the lives of others and in the world.

32pp Hardback Illustrated Children's Picture Book| 283mm x 230mm Landscape 
ISBN: 9780 645191578   | RRP $27.95 | Appeal: 4+ 
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Storytorch.
Books that cultivate community and connection.

Explores young people taking empowering action together to
solve a problem with no adult input or influence 
Schools will find the backmatter on the 6Cs of 21st Century
Learning rich for classroom exploration 
A message of hope for the future, based on youth leadership
A young, talented comic artist paired with an award-winning
playwright/author/ethicist

SALES POINTS

MAURA PIERLOT is an award-winning author and playwright based in Canberra. Maura’s
widely acclaimed play Fragments will be released as a web series in 2023. Her debut picture
book, The Trouble in Tune Town, won the 2018 ACT Writing and Publishing Award (Children’s
category) and overseas honours. She has a Ph.D. in philosophy, specialising in ethics. Maura
has a picture book with Affirm Press in 2024.

TRIANDHIKA ANJANI is originally from Indonesia and studied illustration in Japan. She
lives in Canberra and works remotely as an illustrator. She has loved reading (and looking
at) picture books ever since she was small, and always dreamed of making illustrations for
stories. Dhika received 3rd place at the New England Illustration Prize 2022. The sky, light,
and nature landscapes are sources of inspiration for her and the subjects of many of her
artworks.
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